The influence of the surface activity of nuclear matter on the vapour chemical potential at the threshold of barrierless heterogeneous nucleation has been analysed taking into account the lateral interactions in the adsorbed monolayer of nuclear matter on the drop surface; the results obtained are valid within a wide size range for a condensation nucleus soluble in the drop arising on the nucleus from a vapour.
The influence of the surface activity of nuclear matter on the vapour chemical potential at the threshold of barrierless heterogeneous nucleation has been analysed taking into account the lateral interactions in the adsorbed monolayer of nuclear matter on the drop surface; the results obtained are valid within a wide size range for a condensation nucleus soluble in the drop arising on the nucleus from a vapour.
Data on 'critical' vapour supersaturation, at which the process of heterogeneous nucleation in a vapour proceeds rather intensively, are the most important experimental information available on the nucleation activity of condensation nuclei. At a macroscopic nucleus size, critical supersaturations lie in an extremely narrow range and practically coincide with the threshold value of vapour supersaturation above which the process of heterogeneous nucleation no longer requires the overcoming of an energy barrier. The case of heterogeneous nucleation on the nuclei of soluble surfactants is especially interesting and complex since a surfactant exhibits its influence not only through its solubility, but also through its surface activity. A general approach to this problem was elaborated earlier. 1 Here we complement it by using an adsorption isotherm equation, which will allow us to consider the case of several extremes of the condensate chemical potential and the influence of lateral interactions in the adsorbed monolayer of nuclear matter on the drop surface.
The threshold vapour supersaturation is known to be related to the threshold value of the vapour chemical potential which, in its turn, is determined by the maximum value of the chemical potential of the condensate in its drop. In the case of surfactant nuclei, the maximum of the condensate chemical potential can be found from rigorous thermodynamic formulae. 1 Using these in combination with an adsorption isotherm equation, we can analyse the influence of the surface activity of condensation nuclear matter (soluble in a drop arising from a vapour) on the threshold value of the vapour chemical potential and, hence, on the critical vapour supersaturation. We choose the Frumkin adsorption isotherm 2 which is representative with respect to many soluble surfactants and takes into account lateral interactions between surfactant molecules. Although the Frumkin adsorption isotherm permits us to take into account also phase transitions in an adsorbed monolayer, we are interested only in the region where lateral interactions are not so strong and where phase transitions are still impossible.
Let x be the mole fraction of dissolved nucleus surfactant in the solution inside a drop, and F the surfactant adsorption at the drop surface. The Frumkin adsorption isotherm equation is:
where u^ is the condensate chemical potential value corresponding to the equilibrium of the condensate with vapour at their flat interface, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature of the drop and the surrounding vapour-gas medium, vi is the molecular volume of condensate, v" is the number of molecules or ions of a condensation nucleus completely dissolved in the drop, z is the fraction of adsorbed nuclear matter at the drop surface with respect to its total amount in the drop, and a is the drop surface tension. The quantities T, a and z refer to an extreme of the condensate chemical potential. According to the adsorption isotherm, equation (1), we have the following expression for the drop surface tension:
where cr is the surface tension of a drop of a pure condensate.
According to the algorithm described earlier, 1 it is possible to relate |io and v 0 to quantity v" at given parameters a, T^, x a and K. In the case of a surface inactive nuclear matter, such a relationship produces a unique value: there exists a single extreme (a maximum) of the condensate chemical potential for every given value of v". 4 However, the surface activity of nuclear matter can lead to the coexistence of three values of Uo and v 0 , i.e. to the coexistence of three extremes (two maxima and a minimum) of the condensate chemical potential in some regions of parameters a, T^, x a , K and quantity v". Then the threshold value of the vapour chemical potential, Uth, will be determined by the largest of the maxima u 0 . The value of v 0 corresponding to this maximum is denoted as v t h.
The influence of surface activity of soluble condensation nuclei on u t h and v th is conveniently expressed through the quantities: and */*. = [17(1^ -r)]exp(-2 K r/r 00 )
where x a and T^ are positive parameters representing the characteristic values of the mole fraction and adsorption, respectively. Lateral interactions in the adsorbed monolayer are described by the positive parameter K. The monolayer state is always stable at K < 2, whereas at K > 2 there is an unstable state region dividing different phase states of the monolayer. The existence of such instability regions for soluble surfactant monolayers was confirmed experimentally. 3 Let v 0 be the number of condensate molecules in a drop at which the condensate chemical potential attains its extreme value |i 0 -The latter may be represented in the form:
where the barred values refer to the absence of adsorption of the nuclear matter as in the case of soluble surface-inactive nuclear matter. Using equation (2) 
The dependence of quantities /M and / (v ) on lgv" computed following the algorithm described earlier 1 and using equations (l)- (5) are presented in Figs. 1 and 2.   Mendeleev Communications. 1995. v.5. n.5. p.202203. 
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In v" (v) has a discontinuity at the point where lg v" = 7.8. At K = 1.95, the curve of/ (^ has breaks and the curve of / (v) has discontinuities even at two points where lg v M = 8.9 and lg v" = 13.6. The replacement of the absolute maxima of the condensate chemical potential occurs at the break points in the curve of f (ii) and at the points of discontinuity in the curve of p v)
. The occurrence of these points gives evidence of joint existence of two maxima of the condensate chemical potential. Remarkably, such a coexistence is possible not only in the absence of phase transitions (as was said above), but also in the absence of lateral interactions themselves. As was shown earlier, 5 such a coexistence takes place also at K = 0 if, however, the quantity a/klT^ is large enough to exceed the critical value 15.23.
The quantities / (H) and / (v) tend to limiting values independent of v", both on the right and left parts of the lg v"-axis corresponding to two different extreme situations. The right part of the lg v"-axis corresponds to the situation when the adsorption of nuclear matter at the drop surface is very far from saturation and the limiting value for f^ and / (v) is unity. The left part of the lg v"-axis corresponds to the situation when almost all the nuclear matter has been u th < Pth-Hence, the surface activity of nuclei can not only increase, but also decrease the threshold value of vapour supersaturation. In other words, surface activity is able not only to make the nucleation process in a vapour more difficult, as is generally accepted, but also to make it easier.
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